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We propose a modification of special relativity in which a physical energy, which may be the Planck
energy, joins the speed of light as an invariant, in spite of a complete relativity of inertial frames and
agreement with Einstein’s theory at low energies. This is accomplished by a nonlinear modification of
the action of the Lorentz group on momentum space, generated by adding a dilatation to each boost in
such a way that the Planck energy remains invariant. The associated algebra has unmodified structure
constants. We also discuss the resulting modifications of field theory and suggest a modification of the
equivalence principle which determines how the new theory is embedded in general relativity.
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A simple paradox confronts us as we seek the quan-
tum theory of gravity. The combination of gravity �G�,
the quantum �h̄�, and relativity �c� gives rise to the Planck
length, lP �

p
h̄G�c3, or its inverse, the Planck energy

EP. These scales mark thresholds beyond which the old
description of spacetime breaks down and qualitatively
new phenomena are expected to appear. Thanks to the
progress made by several different approaches to quan-
tum gravity (such as the loop quantum gravity approach
[1,2], or string theory [3,4]), we have predictions for these
new phenomena, which include discrete spatial and causal
structure, discrete spectra for physical observables such as
area and volume [5], and the appearance of string rather
than local excitations.

However, the new theory is expected to agree with spe-
cial relativity when the gravitational field is weak or ab-
sent, and in experiments probing the nature of spacetime
at energy scales much smaller than EP . This gives rise im-
mediately to a simple question: In whose reference frame
are lP and EP the thresholds for new phenomena? Sup-
pose that there is a physical length scale which measures
the size of spatial structures in quantum spacetimes such
as the discrete area and volume predicted by loop quan-
tum gravity. Then if this scale is lP in one inertial refer-
ence frame, special relativity suggests it may be different
in another observer’s frame: a straightforward implication
of the Lorentz-Fitzgerald contraction.

There are several different possible answers to these
questions. One is that Lorentz invariance (both global and
local) is only an approximate symmetry, which is broken
at the Planck scale. This has been advocated by a number
of physicists [6,7], and there have been some claims that
Lorentz symmetry breaking could be observable in the near
future (or may even already have been observed) in cosmic
ray spectra [9], gamma ray bursts [10–14], the solar neu-
trino anomaly [15], or the graviton background spectrum
[16]. Another possibility is that Lorentz invariance gives
way to a more subtle symmetry based on a quantum-group
extension of the Poincaré or Lorentz group [7,8]. However,
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it is troubling to contemplate giving up the principles be-
hind Lorentz invariance, which are the relativity of inertial
frames and the equivalence principle. Does incorporating
the Planck scale into physics mean that in the end there are
preferred states of rest and motion?

In this Letter we show that the answer is no (see also
[17,18]). It is in fact possible to modify the action of the
Lorentz group on physical measurements so that a given
energy scale, which we will take to be the Planck energy,
is left invariant. That is, we can have the complete rela-
tivity of inertial frames and at the same time have all
observers agree that the scale on which a transition from
classical to quantum spacetime takes place is the Planck
scale, which is the same in every reference frame. At the
same time, the familiar and well tested actions of the boosts
are maintained at large distances or low energy scales. This
is achieved not by a quantum deformation of the Lorentz
or Poincaré group, but by a modification of the action of
the Lorentz group acting on momentum space. The ac-
tion is defined to be nonlinear in general, but to reduce to
the usual linear action at energies much below the Planck
scale. The nonlinearities are chosen so that the Planck
energy becomes an invariant. The speed of light is still
meaningful, and is still an invariant.

A similar proposal was made by Fock [19], motivated
by the search of the general symmetry group preserving
relativity without assuming the constancy of c. However,
in that case, the actions of the transformations are modified
at large distances rather than large momentum. One can
understand our proposal as an application of the Fock-
Lorentz symmetry to momentum space. The fact that we
may preserve the invariance of the speed of light, if we
wish, is an added bonus of our approach.

Our argument is based upon four basic principles.
First, we assume the relativity of inertial frames: When
gravitational effects can be neglected, all observers in
free, inertial motion are equivalent. This means there is no
preferred state of motion, so velocity is a purely relative
quantity. Second, we assume the equivalence principle:
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Under the effect of gravity, freely falling observers are all
equivalent to each other and are equivalent to inertial ob-
servers. We then introduce a new principle, the observer
independence of the Planck energy: All observers agree
that there is an invariant energy scale, which we take to
be the Planck scale EP. This will lead to novelties, but we
finally impose the correspondence principle: At energy
scales much smaller than EP, conventional special and
general relativity are true; that is, they hold to first order
in the ratio of energy scales to EP .

The first and fourth principles tell us that there is a trans-
formation group that converts measurements made by one
inertial observer to measurements made by another. For
energy scales much smaller than EP , this action should re-
duce to the ordinary Lorentz group. Thus, we expect that
the Lorentz group should be replaced by a deformed or
modified group, acting on momentum space. As in ordi-
nary special relativity, that group must be a six parameter
extension of the spatial rotations group— three parame-
ters for rotations and three for boosts. However, the only
six parameter group that has these characteristics is the
Lorentz group itself. But we know that the usual linear
action of the Lorentz group on momentum space does not
fix any energy scale, as required by our third principle.
The only possibility then is that the symmetry group is the
ordinary Lorentz group, but it acts nonlinearly on the mo-
mentum space. That nonlinear action should involve the
Planck energy in some way that ensures that the Planck
energy is preserved. One way to do this is to combine
each boost with a dilatation. The dilatation must be cho-
sen so as to bring one energy scale back to the value it had
before the boost transformation. We show how to do this
first for the Lorentz algebra, then for the Lorentz group.

Momentum space M is the four-dimensional vector
space consisting of momentum vectors pa. The ordinary
Lorentz generators act as

Lab � pa
≠

≠pb
2 pb

≠

≠pa
, (1)

where we assume a metric signature �1, 2, 2, 2� and that
all generators are anti-Hermitian (also a, b, c, � 0, 1, 2, 3,
i, j, k � 1, 2, 3, and c � 1). In addition, the dilatation
generator D � pa

≠

≠pa
acts on momentum space as D ±

pa � pa. We may consider now the modified algebra,
generated by the usual rotations Ji � eijkLij � eijkMjk

and a modified generator of boosts,

Ki � Li
0 1 lPpiD � Mi

0 . (2)

We note that, despite the modification, Ji and Ki satisfy
precisely the ordinary Lorentz algebra:

�Ji , Kj � � eijkKk; �Ki , Kj � � eijkJk (3)

(with �Ji , Jj � � eijkJk trivially preserved). However, the
action on momentum space has become nonlinear due to
the term in pi in (2). The new action can be considered to
be a nonstandard, and nonlinear embedding of the Lorentz
group in the conformal group.
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To exponentiate the new action, we note that

Ki � U21�p0�Li
0U�p0� , (4)

where the energy dependent transformation U�p0� is given
by U�p0� � exp�lPp0D�. The nonlinear representation is
then generated by U�p0�, and we have

U�p0� ± pa �
pa

1 2 lPp0
. (5)

We note that U�p0� is not unitary, so this is not a unitary
equivalence. We also note that U�p0� is singular at p0 �
l21
P , a property which signals the emergence of a new

invariant. Other choices for U are possible (leading to
different boost generators), but the one proposed is the
simplest leading to an invariant energy scale.

The nonlinear representation of the Lorentz group is
then given by

W �vab� � U21�p0�evabLab U�p0� � evabM� p0�ab . (6)

In evaluating this expression, note that D acts on every-
thing to the right, and p0 always means the time compo-
nent of the vector immediately to the right. Using these
rules, one finds that the boosts in the z direction are now
given by

p0
0 �

g�p0 2 ypz�
1 1 lP�g 2 1�p0 2 lPgypz

, (7)

p0
z �

g�pz 2 yp0�
1 1 lP�g 2 1�p0 2 lPgypz

, (8)

p0
x �

px

1 1 lP�g 2 1�p0 2 lPgypz
, (9)

p0
y �

py

1 1 lP�g 2 1�p0 2 lPgypz
, (10)

which reduces to the usual transformations for small jpmj.
This transformation is identical to a transformation

introduced by Fock [19] but applied to momentum space.
Fock’s transformation is obtained from the one above
replacing p with x, and therefore its generators also satisfy
the standard commutators (3). However, nonlinearity
means that the group action in spatial and momentum
space is radically different. Indeed Fock’s transformation
(defined in x space) reduces to Lorentz at small distances
(so that it defines a large invariant Planck length). On the
contrary, our transformation (defined in p space) becomes
Lorentz for small energies and momenta (and defines
a large invariant Planck energy, as we shall see)— the
property we are looking for. Also Fock’s transformation
contains a varying speed of light [19,20,21], whereas, as
we shall see, our proposal does not.

Clearly, these transformations do not preserve the usual
quadratic invariant on momentum space. But there is a
modified invariant:

jjpjj2 �
habpapb

�1 2 lPp0�2 . (11)
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This invariant is infinite for the new invariant energy scale
of the theory E � l21

P , and it is not quadratic for energies
close or above E � l21

P . This signals the expected collapse
in this regime of the concept of metric (i.e., a quadratic
invariant).

It is not hard to see that the Planck energy is preserved
by the modified action of the Lorentz group. For example,
boosts in the z direction with velocity y take �EP , 0, 0, 0�
into �EP, 2yEP , 0, 0�. Likewise four momenta of photons
with E � EP are preserved under boosts in the direction of
the photon’s motion, since �EP , EP , 0, 0� ! �EP, EP , 0, 0�.
More generally, EP is an invariant because for any four
momentum of the form �EP , P, 0, 0� the invariant (11) di-
verges. Since this can happen only when E � EP [so that
the denominator of (11) equals zero], the invariance of (11)
requires that E � EP in any frame. This argument shows
that the appearance of a new invariant energy scale is re-
lated to the singularity of (11) (or of U).

It is also evident from (11) that the symmetry of positive
and negative values of the energy is broken. The formal-
ism may be defined with lP equal to minus the Planck
length, in which case the invariant diverges for energy
E � 2Ep. The two theories with the two signs of lP are
physically distinct; and we know of no theoretical consid-
eration which fixes the sign of lP. Even though in what
follows we shall assume EP . 0, we will also briefly con-
sider how conclusions change if EP , 0, so that both the
sign and the magnitude of lP may be determined experi-
mentally, from effects that we shall now discuss.

We start by considering massive particles. These have a
positive invariant jjpjj2 . 0 which may be identified with
the square of the mass jjpjj2 � m2

0c4. Considering the
rest frame, we therefore obtain a modified relation between
energy and mass:

E0 �
m0c2

1 1
m0c2

Ep

. (12)

In a general frame, we find that m transforms in the usual
way m � gm0, however,

E �
m

1 1
m
Ep

, (13)

p �
my

1 1
m
Ep

. (14)

It is at once obvious that the energy of a particle can never
equal or exceed Ep, even though its mass may be as large
as wanted. Asymptotically, a particle may have E � Ep if
it has infinite rest mass. Its energy and momentum are then
frame independent, in agreement with the postulates of the
theory. Notice that if EP . 0 the energy of a particle is
smaller than the usual E � mc2; however, if EP , 0 its
energy is larger than mc2 and in fact diverges for Planck
mass particles.

All these remarks apply to fundamental particles, not
macroscopic sets of them. The latter may have masses
larger than EP, but if they are made of particles with E ø
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EP they do not feel the transformations (7) because these,
being nonlinear, are not additive. Instead each of these sub-
Planckian particles feels (7), which reduces to the usual
Lorentz transformations. Since these are indeed linear,
it follows that macroscopic collections of sub-Planckian
particles feel standard Lorentz transformations.

The modified invariant for photons still has the prop-
erty: jjpjj2 � 0 and so E � p0 � jpi j. Consider a pho-
ton moving in the z direction, so that E � jpij � pz , and
consider a boost in the z direction as above. We thus ob-
tain the Doppler shift formula,

E0 �
Eg�1 2 y�

1 1 �g�1 2 y� 2 1�lPE
. (15)

This can be rewritten as

1
E0

2
1

EP
�

1
g�1 2 y�

µ
1
E

2
1

EP

∂
, (16)

showing how E � Ep � 1�lP is invariant — so the Planck
energy and momentum for photons is frame independent.
Furthermore, super- and sub-Planckian energies never get
mixed via Doppler shift, as g�1 2 y� . 0 and the sign of
both sides of Eq. (16) must be the same. It is impossible
to blueshift a sub-Planckian photon up to Ep , or redshift
a super-Planckian photon down to Ep . Closer inspection
reveals an abnormality: Super-Planckian photons redshift
if the source moves towards the observer, and blueshift
otherwise. It is impossible to redshift them below Ep ,
whatever the speed of a source towards us. If the source
moves away from us there is a recession speed for which
E0 � ` and beyond which E0 , 0. (These remarks apply
to EP . 0 only.)

Using the equivalence principle, we can now derive a
formula for the first order gravitational redshift. In the non-
relativistic regime the Doppler shift is DE

E � y�1 2 lPE�,
showing a decrease in the Doppler shift as the photon ap-
proaches the Planck energy. Using the equivalence prin-
ciple, this translates into a similar modification for the
gravitational shift: DE

E � Df�1 2 lPE�. The Pound
Rebbka experiment is, of course, not sensitive enough for
detecting this new effect, but other experiments might be.

In future work, we shall examine the effects of our pro-
posal for fields of all spins, including gravity. Here we
merely outline how our approach leads to modifications in
field theory, considering the case of a scalar field. Until
now, we considered the modification of the Lorentz trans-
formations on momentum space. When applied to field
theory, the derivatives of a field should transform as mo-
mentum, as they correspond to physical frequencies and
wavelengths. Thus, under a change of inertial observers
we have �≠af� ! �≠af�0 � W�≠0f�b

a�≠bf�, and we see
that the transformation is nonlinear, with lP≠0f playing
the role of p0. This is enough to write modified scalar
field actions and, with suitable generalization, actions for
fields of all spins.

To extend the new theory to a modification of general
relativity, we must find the appropriate way to express the
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equivalence principle. Given that we have modified the
action of the Lorentz transformations in special relativity
in the momentum space, we proceed by remarking the
following: (i) Matter is most generally represented in gen-
eral relativity in terms of fields; (ii) momenta of quanta of
linearized fields are generated by spatial derivatives, hence
spatial derivatives must transform as momenta; (iii) in a
field theory, the mathematical tangent space corresponds
physically most closely to the derivatives of fields; (iv) by
the equivalence principle, the Lorentz group acts on
components of fields referred to orthonormal frames.
This leads us to a modified equivalence principle: The
nonlinear realization of the Lorentz group discussed above
acts on derivatives of fields referred to orthonormal frame
components. That is, in the presence of gravity, the trans-
formations proposed are defined for quantities of the form
�≠af�jx � e

m
a �x� �≠mf�x (where Greek letters refer to

ordinary manifold coordinates and Latin letters to compo-
nents in an orthonormal frame). These transform accord-
ing to the nonlinear realization; i.e., measurements made
by two orthonormal frames, e

m
a and e

0m
a , of derivatives

of a scalar field are related by �≠0
af� � W �≠0f�b

a�≠bf�,
where W�≠0f�b

a is defined by (6) and depends on ≠0fjx
at event x in the same way that the momentum space
realization (6) depended on the energy p0.

We see that the orthonormal frame components them-
selves do not have well-defined transformation rules under
these modified transformations. We consider these abstract
mathematical quantities, while our transformation rule ap-
plies only to physical measurements of momenta. Simi-
larly, there is no new transformation rule for the manifold
derivatives ≠mf as these also do not relate to measure-
ments made by freely falling observers. The latter are de-
scribed by ≠af and so it is only to these, and not to their
separate mathematical parts, that the new transformation
rules apply.

We close this Letter with a number of questions, to be
examined in future work. Foremost: Does the modified
equivalence principle we have just stated lead uniquely to
a consistent modification of general relativity? The fact
that the algebra of the symmetry group remains the same
suggests that perhaps the standard spin connection formu-
lation of relativity is still valid. At high energies there
is no longer a metric, as the invariant (11) is no longer
quadratic. However, the connection, taking values in the
algebra, is still unmodified, and one may define curvature
and the usual tools of Riemannian geometry without any
trouble. We hope to return to this issue and study implica-
tions for cosmology and black hole physics [22].

One may further ask how the modified action of the
Lorentz group is to be extended to spinor fields? A related
issue is whether supersymmetry can be modified to be
consistent with the modified action. Does this lead to
mass differences between supersymmetric partners? Can
string theory also be modified to be consistent with the
principles described here? Could the principles proposed
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here be derived from the large distance limit of causal spin
foam models, which incorporate discrete spatial and causal
structure at the Planck scale?

We finally note that we can find many nonlinear realiza-
tions of the action of the Lorentz group, by making other
choices for U�p0� in Eq. (4). These lead to other forms for
the modified invariants and, hence, to different dispersion
relations for massive and massless particles. It is interest-
ing to ask to what extent these can be distinguished experi-
mentally by data from gamma ray bursts and UHECRs?
More general choices of U�p0� in Eq. (4) in general lead
to invariants which contain an energy dependent speed of
light. Could these theories be used to implement the vary-
ing speed of light cosmology [23,24]?
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